TENNESSEE TITANS (8-2) vs. HOUSTON TEXANS (1-8)
Sunday, November 21, 2021, 12:00 p.m. – Nissan Stadium, Nashville, Tenn.
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**TITANS COACHES**

**HEAD COACH: MIKE VRABEL**

SHANNON FRANCIS (assistant head coach/defensive coordinator), TODD DOWNING (offensive coordinator), CRAIG ALIKERMAN (special teams), BRIAN BELL (strength and conditioning assistant), SCOTT BOCKER (offensive line), KELLY CARTER (outside linebackers), TONY DUNN (defensive line), SAM GRIFFIN (defensive line), BRIAN HAYES (defensive line), DANNY HAYES (defensive line), ALEX HICKS (defensive line), MIKE MILLER (defensive line), JAY NEWTON (defensive line), JASON PATTERSON (defensive line), JEFF SCHRADER (defensive line), BRADY WALKER (inside linebackers), BRIAN WALSH (inside linebackers), JON SMART (quarterbacks), JEREMY WARD (defensive backs), JEREMY WRIGHT (defensive backs), MILES SMITH (linebackers), DINO VASSO (cornerbacks).

**TEXANS COACHES**

**HEAD COACH: DAVID CULLEY**

ROBERT CULLEY (offensive coordinator), TIM KELLY (offensive coordinator), FRANK ROSS (special teams coordinator), SEAN BAKER (assistant special teams), DANNY BARRETT (running backs), ANDY BISHOP (offends), KIERNAN CARROLL (offensive line/center), JIM HARRELL (offensive line/guard), PETER HASSAN (offensive line/tackle), TIM HAYES (offensive line/tackle), BRIAN HAYES (defensive line), ALEX HICKS (defensive line), MIKE MILLER (defensive line), JAY NEWTON (defensive line), JASON PATTERSON (defensive line), JEFF SCHRADER (defensive line), BRADY WALKER (inside linebackers), BRIAN WALSH (inside linebackers), JON SMART (quarterbacks), JEREMY WARD (defensive backs), JEREMY WRIGHT (defensive backs), MILES SMITH (linebackers), DINO VASSO (cornerbacks).